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Mo8va8on	  

•  Decreasing	  the	  supply	  voltage	  can	  reduce	  
energy/op	  

•  SRAM	  cannot	  scale	  to	  the	  desired	  voltage,	  
requires	  large	  supply	  margin	  
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Methods	  to	  enable	  low	  voltage	  
opera8on	  

•  Errors	  will	  occur	  in	  memory,	  need	  to	  make	  the	  
cache	  resilient	  
–  Look	  at	  data	  cache	  only	  

•  Error	  correc8on	  can	  remove	  the	  guardband	  
because	  we	  can	  allow	  errors	  to	  occur	  

•  Increasing	  variability	  in	  modern	  nodes	  means	  
that	  errors	  can	  occur	  even	  at	  high	  voltages	  

•  Error	  correc8on	  needed	  anyway	  on	  commercial	  
design	  to	  protect	  against	  soT	  errors	  



D$	  Correc8on	  Schemes	  

•  Parity	  +	  Write-‐through	  
–  If	  error	  is	  detected,	  retrieve	  data	  from	  L2	  

•  SEC-‐DED	  +	  Write-‐back	  
– For	  a	  write-‐back,	  if	  error	  in	  dirty	  data	  must	  be	  able	  
to	  correct	  locally	  

•  Goals	  
– Which	  scheme	  is	  beYer?	  
– How	  aggressively	  can	  we	  reduce	  the	  supply?	  



System	  Assump8ons	  

•  Core	  
– RISC-‐V	  Rocket	  (Parlab)	  

•  L1	  Cache	  
– Based	  on	  2kB	  subarray,	  8T	  custom	  design,	  ST	  
28nm	  

•  L2	  Cache	  
– Based	  on	  8kB	  subarray,	  6T	  high	  density	  custom	  
design,	  ST	  28nm	  

•  Real	  energy	  measurements!	  



Parity	  
4Encoding delay: 117ps

Decoding detection delay: 177ps
Decoding correciton delay: L2 latency
Encoding energy/op: 0.07 pJ/op @ 1V
Decoding (no error) energy/op: 0.186 pJ/op @ 1V
Decoding (error) energy/op: allocation cost
Checkbit overhead: (8/64) = 12.5%
Encoding Gates 8x 9-input XOR gate
Decoding Gates 8x 9-input XOR gate

Table 2: 8x(9,8) parity characterization in 28nm

Figure 3

For parity, any sub-word writes will not require a read-
modify-write (RMW) operation, because parity will be
assigned as 1 bit for every 8 bits, so only the parity bits
for the written word need to be changed. For ECC, sub-
word writes will require a RMW operation because 8
bits of checkbits cover 64 bit granularity. The encoder
and decoder are seperate.

The probability that a bit needs correction and a bit error
is uncorrectable is shown below for different bitcell error
rates (ber).

P(exactly-zero-errors-in-eight-bits) = (1− ber)8

P(exactly-one-error-in-eight-bits) = 8 ∗ ber ∗ (1− ber)7

P(an-eight-bit-chunk-can-detect) =
P(exactly-zero-errors-in-eight-bits)
+ P(exactly-one-error-in-eight-bits)

P(all-eight-chunks-can-detect) =

(P(an-eight-bit-chunk-can-detect))8

P(all-eight-chunks-are-error-free) =

(P(exactly-zero-errors-in-eight-bits))8

P(uncorrectable) = 1− P(all-eight-chunks-can-detect)
P(a-bit-is-corrected) ≈
1− P(all-eight-chunks-are-error-free)

4.2 ECC: (72,64) SEC-DED + Write-back

We use an RTL implementation of a Odd-weight-
column SEC-DED code [2], . (effort 27 input XOR)
Synthesis in ST28nm LVT process produces the follow-
ing result:

Note that the no-error case does not need to localize the
error, so the tree of AND gates and the correction XOR

Encoding delay: 189ps
Decoding detection delay: 257ps
Decoding correction delay: 387ps
Encoding energy/op: 0.2 pJ/op @ 1V
Decoding (no error) energy/op: 0.875 pJ/op @ 1V
Decoding (error) energy/op: 0.358 pJ/op @ 1V
Checkbit overhead: (8/64) = 12.5%
Encoding Gates 8x 27-input XOR gate
Decoding Gates 8x 27-input XOR gate

72x 8-input XOR gate
72x 2-input XOR gate

Table 3: (72,64) SEC-DED characterization in 28nm

gates to not change during normal operation. Any sub-
64 bit writes will require a 2-cycle read-modify-write
(RMW) operation to regenerate all checkbits. The en-
coder and decoder are separate.

The probability that a bit needs correction and a bit error
is uncorrectable is shown below for different bitcell error
rates (ber).

P(exactly-zero-errors) = (1− ber)64

P(exactly-one-error) = 64 ∗ ber ∗ (1− ber)63

P(uncorrectable) = 1− (P(exactly-zero-errors)
+ P(exactly-one-error))

P(a-bit-is-corrected) ≈ P(exactly-one-error)

4.3 Scheme Effectiveness Comparison

The ability of each scheme to correct and detect errors
is shown in Figure 4, with an additional inclusion of the
SEC-DED+write-through scheme which could correct
two errors. As both schemes cover 64 bits at a time,
the probability that there is a single error in 64 bits is the
same, and therefore the probability that a correction oc-
curs will be the same. However, each scheme responds
differently to more than one error. SECDED can detect
only 1 error out of 64, while parity can detect up to 8 er-
rors, but only with a probability that all 8 are located in
different words and therefore covered by different ECC
bits. When parity is combined with write-through, this
means that parity can correct up to 8 errors as long as
there are no more than one error in each 8 bit block.
Note that this analysis assumes nothing about locality of
errors. Error locality would diminish the gap between
parity uncorrectable rate and SEC-DED uncorrectable
rate.
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Effect	  on	  latency	  

•  For	  a	  typical	  25FO4	  pipeline,	  about	  500ps	  
period	  
– Cannot	  place	  encoding/decoding	  in	  the	  cri8cal	  
path	  

•  	  In-‐order	  pipeline,	  will	  iden8fy	  error	  before	  
the	  commit	  point,	  just	  flush	  and	  relaunch	  



Scheme	  Comparison	  

•  Probability	  of	  
a	  correc8on	  
always	  the	  
same	  (1	  error	  
in	  64	  bits)	  

•  Differing	  
uncorrectable	  
probabili8es	  

5

Figure 4

Figure 5

4.4 Architectural Integration

Both schemes incur a delay to encode checkbits dur-

ing stores and to decode checkbits and detect/correct er-

rors on loads. A typical in-order low power core such

as Rocket typically have a critical path of 25FO4 (or

around 500ps) through the L1 cache for loads. There-

fore waiting for detection to complete for either scheme

would increase the operating frequency by an unaccept-

able amount, and we propose placing all decode logic in

a subsequent pipeline stage for loads. Errors will only be

detected during load operations, regardless of whether

the actual failure happened during writing, retention, or

reading. For loads going to the pipeline, as shown in

Figure 5, on errors, incorrect data will have already been

written to the register file and forwarded into the execute

stage, so the pipeline must be flushed, incurring a cycle

penalty of X cycles. The incorrect data in the register

file will be overwritten when the offending load instruc-

tion replays. For loads going to the L2 in our system,

there is a queue between L1/L2 because both domains

are asynchronous, so data can be corrected in the queue

the following cycle.

5 Cache Simulator

A cache simulator was written to interface with the

RISCV ISA simulator. The cache can be parameterized

for write-through or write-back, along with size, asso-

ciativity, and line size. Counters are maintained for rele-

vant operations to allow energy calculation at the end of

simulation.

5.1 Write-through

The write-through cache has a line-sized coalescing

write buffer implemented as a first-in first-out (FIFO)

queue. All stores result in the data being added to the

write buffer. If the store is a hit, the L1 is also up-

dated with the data and computed parity bit (associated

counters iL1:S8, iL1:S16, iL1:S32, iL1:S64 incremented).

When a store occurs to a full write-buffer and the asso-

ciated line is not in the write-buffer, the oldest line is

sent to L2 (iC→L2:S512+64 incremented). A 64 bit dirty

mask, one bit for every byte, is sent along with the line

so the L2 can correctly store the data. A read-modify-

write will occur at the L2 (iL2:LS128 incremented) if the

data at ECC granularity is not completely dirty. Oth-

erwise, the data can just be written to L2 (iL2:S128 in-

cremented). On a load miss, the cache line is retrieved

(iL2→L1:512 incremented) from L2 and the data and

computed parity bits are stored in L1. A load hit returns

the data and checks the parity bits (associated counters

iL1:L8, iL1:L16, iL1:L32, iL1:L64 incremented).

5.2 Write-back

Any load (associated counters iL1:L8, iL1:L16, iL1:L32,

iL1:L64 incremented) will eventually read from L1 and

check ECC, and any store (associated counters iL1:S8,

iL1:S16, iL1:S32, iL1:S64 incremented) will eventually

write to L1 and compute ECC. On a load or store

miss, the write-back must first retrieve the line from L2

(iL2→L1:512 incremented) and compute the ECC bits be-

fore writing to L1. If dirty data is being evicted by a ran-

dom eviction policy (iL1→L2:512 incremented), it must

be read from L1, have ECC checked, and be sent to L2.

Because ECC on L1 is at 64-bit granularity, any store

less than double-word must be a read-modify-write op-

eration where ECC is both checked and computed. For

any size load, the double-word must be read to check

ECC before returning the data.

5.3 Design Intuition

Figure 6 shows the results from our ISA simulator for

a subset of the SPEC benchmark suite. Most programs

exhibit a high portion of sub-double word writes, requir-

ing read-modify-write operations for a write-back cache.

The number of write-throughs past the end of the write

buffer can be many times the number of evictions in a

write-back cache. Most programs have about twice as



Determina8on	  of	  BER	  

•  Constrained	  to	  
entry	  error	  
probability	  -‐>	  
determines	  
bitcell	  error	  
probability	  
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6.3 Sensitivity of model to assumptions

Our results are more dependent on benchmark charac-
teristics than any other factor. TODO

6.4 Effect of voltage scaling

At high voltages, there are never errors, so the energy of
different schemes depends only on a traditional write-
back vs. write-through trade-off. However, as the sup-
ply voltage decreases, the SRAM error rate increases as
shown in Figure 9. For our SRAM, writeability is the
limiting factor at low supply voltages.

If we assume there are a finite number of errors, then er-
ror recovery costs become a concern and a possible dif-
ferentiator for both schemes. When we allow finite er-
rors, we can lower the supply voltage and make the com-
mon case energy-efficient. The main concern with this
strategy is that we must still avoid uncorrectable errors.
Figure 10 can be used to understand this limit. The two
lines shown correspond to the parity scheme. If the L1
cache is 32kB and entries are 64 bits, there are 4096 en-
tries. For 90% yield, on average we can allow the proba-
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bility that there are uncorrectable to be 1/4096∗1/10 or
approximately 2.44e−5. Using Figure 10, we can relate
this entry error rate to a bitcell error rate of 3.3e−4. At
this bit error rate, the probability that we need to correct
an error is then equal to 2.11e−2. Therefore operating in
the most aggressive possible error mode without expe-
riencing any undetectable errors results in about 2% of
load operations requiring a correction operation.

By knowing these limits, we can determine the amount
of energy savings enabled by operating in a finite error
region. To operate in a traditional mode of operation,
we need the probability that there are any errors at all
to be 2.44e−5. This corresponds to a bitcell error rate
of 3.8e−7. When operating in an aggressive mode of
operation, limited by uncorrectable errors, we have al-
ready found that the bitcell error probability needs to be
3.3e−4. Figure 9 shows the probability of permanent
errors versus supply voltage. As the supply voltage de-
creases, weak cells begin to start failing, and the proba-
bility of an error increases. The increases in acceptable
BER for the aggressive mode of operation corresponds
to a Vmin reduction of 61mV and when annotated on
Figure ??, an energy per operation reduction of 17%.
Larger caches see a slightly larger savings, as the gap
between the correctable and undetectable probabilities
increases for smaller allowable entry error rates.

Because error rates are now finite, we need to include
their effect into the energy per operation calculation of
the processor. First, we calculate the correction energy.
For the write-back case, the error is corrected locally
and has virtually no effect on system energy, so we as-
sign each error no extra correction cost. For the write-
through case, each error requires an L2 line load and L2
communication to retrieve the data. This data could be
optionally written to the L1 as well, however this deci-
sion relies on knowledge of fault longevity (if the cell
is always not going to work, there is no reason to write
back). One possible optimization is to send less than a



Transla8on	  to	  Vmin	  
•  3	  different	  schemes	  

correspond	  to	  Vmin	  
of	  652mV,	  635mW,	  
619mV	  for	  
writeability	  

•  Different	  SRAM	  
designs	  change	  
absolute	  numbers,	  
but	  trends	  remain	  

•  ECC	  as	  feedback:	  at	  
700mV,	  see	  first	  
error,	  at	  limit,	  see	  
2%	  of	  ops	  with	  an	  
error..can	  
hypothe8cally	  scale	  
to	  the	  limit	  	  
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6.3 Sensitivity of model to assumptions

Our results are more dependent on benchmark charac-
teristics than any other factor. TODO

6.4 Effect of voltage scaling

At high voltages, there are never errors, so the energy of
different schemes depends only on a traditional write-
back vs. write-through trade-off. However, as the sup-
ply voltage decreases, the SRAM error rate increases as
shown in Figure 9. For our SRAM, writeability is the
limiting factor at low supply voltages.

If we assume there are a finite number of errors, then er-
ror recovery costs become a concern and a possible dif-
ferentiator for both schemes. When we allow finite er-
rors, we can lower the supply voltage and make the com-
mon case energy-efficient. The main concern with this
strategy is that we must still avoid uncorrectable errors.
Figure 10 can be used to understand this limit. The two
lines shown correspond to the parity scheme. If the L1
cache is 32kB and entries are 64 bits, there are 4096 en-
tries. For 90% yield, on average we can allow the proba-
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bility that there are uncorrectable to be 1/4096∗1/10 or
approximately 2.44e−5. Using Figure 10, we can relate
this entry error rate to a bitcell error rate of 3.3e−4. At
this bit error rate, the probability that we need to correct
an error is then equal to 2.11e−2. Therefore operating in
the most aggressive possible error mode without expe-
riencing any undetectable errors results in about 2% of
load operations requiring a correction operation.

By knowing these limits, we can determine the amount
of energy savings enabled by operating in a finite error
region. To operate in a traditional mode of operation,
we need the probability that there are any errors at all
to be 2.44e−5. This corresponds to a bitcell error rate
of 3.8e−7. When operating in an aggressive mode of
operation, limited by uncorrectable errors, we have al-
ready found that the bitcell error probability needs to be
3.3e−4. Figure 9 shows the probability of permanent
errors versus supply voltage. As the supply voltage de-
creases, weak cells begin to start failing, and the proba-
bility of an error increases. The increases in acceptable
BER for the aggressive mode of operation corresponds
to a Vmin reduction of 61mV and when annotated on
Figure ??, an energy per operation reduction of 17%.
Larger caches see a slightly larger savings, as the gap
between the correctable and undetectable probabilities
increases for smaller allowable entry error rates.

Because error rates are now finite, we need to include
their effect into the energy per operation calculation of
the processor. First, we calculate the correction energy.
For the write-back case, the error is corrected locally
and has virtually no effect on system energy, so we as-
sign each error no extra correction cost. For the write-
through case, each error requires an L2 line load and L2
communication to retrieve the data. This data could be
optionally written to the L1 as well, however this deci-
sion relies on knowledge of fault longevity (if the cell
is always not going to work, there is no reason to write
back). One possible optimization is to send less than a



Cache	  simulator	  

•  WriYen	  in	  C++,	  plugs	  into	  RISCV	  ISA	  Simulator	  
•  Parameters:	  
– Size	  
– Ways	  
– Line	  size	  
– Policy	  (write-‐back,	  write-‐through)	  

• Write	  buffer	  depth	  

•  Sweep	  SPEC	  CPU2006	  benchmark	  suite	  



Cache	  simulator	  (cont)	  

•  Write-‐through	  
–  Line-‐sized,	  FIFO	  queue,	  coalescing	  write	  buffer	  	  
– All	  stores	  add	  to	  the	  buffer,	  store	  hits	  also	  update	  the	  
L1	  

–  Load	  misses	  allocate,	  but	  do	  not	  need	  to	  write-‐back	  
– When	  the	  write-‐buffer	  is	  full,	  oldest	  line	  is	  evicted	  

•  Ok,	  because	  not	  cycle	  accurate.	  	  Somewhat	  op8mis8c	  
•  In	  reality,	  have	  some	  re8rement	  policy	  
•  64	  bit	  mask	  iden8fies	  bytes	  that	  are	  dirty	  (don’t	  need	  to	  
write	  en8re	  line)	  



Cache	  simulator	  (cont)	  

•  Write-‐back	  
– Load	  hit	  will	  need	  to	  read	  an	  en8re	  double	  word	  
(simulator	  counts	  separately	  for	  flexibility)	  to	  
check	  ECC	  

– Store	  hit	  needs	  to	  RMW	  for	  all	  sub-‐double	  stores	  
– Load	  or	  store	  miss	  needs	  to	  poten8ally	  evict,	  then	  
allocate	  



Results	  



Energy	  Analysis	  
•  Mul8ply	  frequencies	  8mes	  their	  cost	  to	  es8mate	  
energy	  of	  the	  memory	  system	  

•  For	  example,	  each	  write-‐back	  evic8on	  incurs	  a	  
cost	  of	  a	  L1	  line	  read,	  L1/L2	  line	  communica8on,	  
and	  L2	  line	  store	  
–  Energy	  per	  op	  due	  to	  write-‐back	  evic8ons	  is	  equal	  to	  
(number	  of	  evic8ons	  /	  total	  cycles)*cost	  

•  Sum	  all	  possible	  opera8ons	  and	  frequencies	  to	  
get	  average	  energy/op	  

•  Calculate	  for	  every	  supply	  voltage	  (costs	  different	  
at	  different	  supplies)	  



Write-‐through	  
•  Assume	  each	  
load	  needs	  to	  
read	  every	  way	  	  
–  Stores	  don’t	  

•  So	  increasing	  
ways	  reduces	  
conflict	  misses	  
(evic8ons)	  but	  
increases	  load	  
energy	  
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Write-‐back	  

•  Same	  store	  
as	  write-‐
through	  

•  Read-‐
modify-‐write	  
does	  not	  
need	  to	  
access	  every	  
way	  however	  
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Benchmark	  Results	  
•  Develop	  intui8on	  about	  

programs	  
•  Store	  %:	  Lower	  %	  helps	  

write-‐through	  
–  ECC	  has	  larger	  per	  op	  

cost	  than	  parity	  (full	  
loads,	  more	  encoding/
decoding)	  

•  RMW	  %:	  Higher	  %	  helps	  
write-‐through	  	  
–  RMW	  hurts	  write-‐back	  

•  WT	  rela8ve	  to	  WB:	  
Lower	  factor	  helps	  
write-‐through	  
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many loads as stores.

6 Analytical Energy Analysis

Using frequencies derived from the ISA simulator, we

now assign energy costs to each event. Energy costs for

different supply voltages are scaled by CV 2
.

6.1 Write-through

A cost is assigned to each counter value to obtain total

energy usage for the memory. Each size of load hit must

read the respective number of bits and check parity bits,

and each way must be loaded.

ways ∗ (iL1:L8 ∗ eL1:L8+p + iL1:L16 ∗ eL1:L16+p

+iL1:L32 ∗ eL1:L32+p + iL1:L64 ∗ eL1:L64+p)

Each size of store hit must write the respective number

of bits and compute parity bits.

iL1:S8 ∗ eL1:S8+p + iL1:S16 ∗ eL1:S16+p

+iL1:S32 ∗ eL1:S32+p + iL1:S64 ∗ eL1:S64+p

The write-through of stores from the write buffer has

communication costs and varying costs depending if L2

is a write or read-modify-write.

iC→L2:S512+64 ∗ eC→L2:S512+64

+iL2:LS128 ∗ eL2:LS128 + iL2:S128 ∗ eL2:S128

Lastly, a load miss requires reading a line from L2, send-

ing to L1, and writing data and parity bits to L1.

iL2→L1:512 ∗ (eL2:L512 + eL2→L1:512 + eL1:S512+p)

Figure 7 shows how design decisions effect memory hi-

erarchy performance for a write-through cache. Coa-

lescing write buffer depth has little effect on energy (pre-

liminary results showed that no buffer at all drastically
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harmed performance). Also, cache size has little effect

beyond 8kB. More ways reduce conflict misses, but ev-

ery load operation needs to read more ways so an opti-

mum is found at 2 or 4 ways, depending on the bench-

mark.

6.2 Write-back

The same cost analysis is performed for the write-back

cache. All loads require reading a double word to be

able to check ECC for every way.

ways ∗ ((iL1:L8 + iL1:L16 + iL1:L32 + iL1:L64)

∗eL1:L64+ecc)

To correctly compute the ECC, all double word stores

can just write, but sub-double word stores must first read

the double word—a read-modify-write operation. How-

ever, RMW operations can wait for tag check and do not

need to specutatively read all ways.

(iL1:S8 ∗ eL1:S8+ecc + iL1:S16 ∗ eL1:S16+ecc

+iL1:S32 ∗ eL1:S32+ecc + iL1:S64 ∗ eL1:S64+ecc)

+(iL1:S8 + iL1:S16 + iL1:S32) ∗ (eL1:L64+ecc)

If an eviction occurs, the line must be read from L1 with

ECC checked and sent and written to L2.

iL1→L2:512 ∗ (eL1:L512+ecc + eL1→L2:512 + eL2:S512)

Lastly, a load miss requires reading a line from L2, send-

ing to L1, and writing data and parity bits to L1.

iL2→L1:512 ∗ (eL2:L512 + eL2→L1:512 + eL1:S512+ecc)

Figure 8 shows how design decisions effect memory hi-

erarchy performance for a write-back cache. Again, in-

creasing size has little effect on energy, and 2 or 4 ways

are optimal.



Sensi8vity	  to	  assump8ons	  

•  Very	  dependent	  on	  
benchmark,	  slightly	  
dependent	  on	  L2	  
costs	  

•  Heavy	  RMW	  can	  
double	  load	  hit	  cost	  
–  But	  write-‐through	  
could	  also	  be	  doing	  
RMW	  in	  the	  L2	  
instead	  of	  the	  L1	  
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Finite	  error	  cost	  

•  Have	  found	  baseline	  energy/op	  over	  all	  
supplies	  

•  But	  at	  low	  supplies,	  a	  finite	  error	  rate	  adds	  a	  
cost	  

•  Write-‐back:	  correc8on	  is	  “free”,	  yet	  need	  to	  
flush	  pipe	  (extra	  cycles)	  

•  Write-‐through:	  correc8on	  costs	  an	  L2	  read/
communica8on,	  and	  need	  flush	  pipe/wait	  
(extra	  cycles)	  



Results	  

•  Vmin	  
(uncorrectable	  
errors)	  at	  
650mV	  

•  Correc8on	  
cost	  does	  not	  
effect	  decision	  
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Impact	  of	  CPI	  
•  Analysis	  is	  not	  cycle	  

accurate,	  yet	  cycles	  
maYer	  

•  Plot	  assumes	  idle	  cycle	  
takes	  50%	  of	  normal	  
energy	  

•  Doesn’t	  change	  
anything	  at	  low	  
voltages	  (double	  
frequency	  barely	  
changes	  Vdd)	  

•  Energy	  difference	  
small,	  performance	  is	  
more	  cri8cal!	  
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energy proportionally to the increase in cycles. We as-
sume that a stall cycle only requires half of the energy
of a normal cycle, and a more accurate estimate would
require processor simulation.

However, in a DVFS system, voltage is set such that a
total number of operations can complete in a constant
deadline in terms of seconds. Therefore, an increase in
CPI also dictates an increase in supply voltage to ensure
that the same deadline is met. By using the FO4 of the
technology, we calculate the voltage increase required
to continue to meet the deadline, and add this to the cal-
culation. Note that this effect diminishes considerably
at lower voltages, because at low voltages, a very small
change in voltage greatly changes the delay, so increase
in CPI barely effects voltage.

Determining CPI increase for each scheme well enough
to make informed design decisions requires cycle-
accurate RTL simulation and energy measurement, and
is beyond the scope of this paper.

7 Conclusion

Due to increasing variability in modern technology gen-
erations, SRAM memorys are becoming increasingly
susceptible to errors. Error rates are exacerbated by
DVFS systems that attempt to aggressively lower the
supply voltage to operating at the system’s minimal en-
ergy per operation. Together with the threat of soft er-
rors, these trends dictate an error correction requirement
for the L1 cache in processors. We analyze two meth-
ods enable this error resiliency in the L1 cache: parity
+ write-through and SEC-DED + write-back A cache
simulator is used to determine the frequency of impor-
tant parameters such as write-throughs vs. evictions and

number of sub-word stores for a variety of SPEC bench-
marks. These frequencies are multiplied by energy costs
extracted from real processor and SRAM designs in
28nm to accurately determine the energy per operation
difference between different schemes over a wide range
of supply voltages. For our system, write-through was
slightly more efficient, because TODO. Energy cost of
correction measurements was also measured, but found
to be irrelevant as the threat of an uncorrectable error
limits supply scaling well before repair costs become
significant. Also, Vmin difference between each scheme
was only 20mV, so Vmin cannot be used to differentiate
between the schemes.

Therefore we propose that decisions between the differ-
ent schemes should be based primarily on CPI differ-
ences (if idle energy is significant), and L1 vs. L2 en-
ergy trade-offs. If .., choose .... If .., choose.. An analy-
sis of finite error rates does not differentiate between the
schemes, and the difference in Vmin is/isn’t worth it.
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Instruc8on	  cache	  

•  No	  dirty	  data,	  so	  simpler	  design	  space	  
•  Use	  parity	  for	  instruc8on	  cache!	  
– Correc8on	  energy	  is	  negligible	  
– Slightly	  beYer	  resilience	  to	  double	  errors	  



Conclusion	  
•  Programs	  

–  RMW	  is	  frequent,	  2	  loads	  for	  every	  store,	  WT	  vs.	  WB	  very	  benchmark	  
dependent	  

•  Caches	  
–  2	  to	  4	  ways,	  use	  whatever	  scheme	  is	  beYer	  for	  performance	  

•  Finite	  error	  rates	  
–  Cost	  irrelevant	  at	  points	  without	  thread	  of	  double	  errors	  

•  DVFS	  
–  Use	  ECC	  to	  detect	  Vmin,	  but	  not	  useful	  to	  scale	  any	  further	  

•  Lessons	  
–  Limit	  to	  the	  effec8veness	  of	  modeling,	  use	  RTL	  implementa8on	  for	  

energy	  
•  Future	  work	  

–  Effect	  of	  locality	  and	  longevity	  of	  errors	  
–  Cycle	  accurate,	  RTL	  level	  


